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I

Neath Ben Bulben’s buttoks lies
Bill Yeats, a poet twoice the soize
Of William Shakespear, as they say
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Down Ballykillywuchlin way.
(Ezra Pound, Pavannes and Divagations, P.228)

Yeats’s size is difficult to measure. Pound’s mean parody of ‘Under Ben
Bulben’ suggests that Yeats appears to be twice the size of Shakespeare only
because Ireland is a quarter the size of England. Today Ireland is not a small

—

country such modern Irishmen as James Joyce, Samuel Beckett, Bernard
Shaw, and Yeats himself have so powerfully shaped European literature that
Ireland looms as large as France or Germany on the culture map. But when
William Butler Yeats was born, in 1865, Ireland had little tradition of

—

imaginative literature written in English to an ambitious poet unacquainted
with Gaelic, Ireland might have seemed a cramped, remote, ingrown island.
To some extent Yeats suffered from this insularity:
Great hatred, little room,
Maimed us from the start.
(‘remorse for Intemperate Speech’)

Yeats was born into a culture in which poetry was (in popular caricature) the
occasion for sentimental tears, or an arouser of patriotic emotion. Yeats
sometimes feared that his work would be distorted by the restrictions of Irish
culture.
And yet, there is a sense in which Yeats was extraordinarily lucky to
have been born an Irishman. Because the English-speaking culture was so
spatially confined, it was possible for a young man to be exposed to the

—

whole of it. Yeats’s father, John Butler Yeats a voluble, energetic,

—

unself-confident man was a well known painter, and his household attracted
the leading cultural figures of the day; Edward Dowden, the Professor of
English at Trinity College, Dublin, whose Shakespearean criticism is still
studied, was a regular guest of the Yeatses. Yeats’s father was also involved
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—

with the British artistic world he corresponded with D. G. Rossetti (the
pre-Raphaelite painter and poet), and he was commissioned to illustrate
Robert Browning’s Pippa Passes. The peculiar concentration of Irish culture
was useful to the young Yeats, who found easy connections every-where: in
1888 he spent Christmas in London with his fellow Irishman Oscar Wilde
(though Yeats felt that his yellow shoes marked him a provincial [A: FY
10]), and a few years later he met Paul Verlaine and other literacy figures in
Paris.
The interconnectedness of Irish life also proved to be an advantage in
Yeats’s mature work. W. H. Auden, attempting to account for the fact that a
better poem had been written about a small Irish uprising in 1916 than any
about the whole of World WarⅡ, wrote:
To write a good poem on Churchchill, a poet would have to know
Winston Churchill intimately, and his poem would be about the man, not
about the Prime Minister. All attempts to write about persons and events,
however important, to which the poet is not intimately related in a personal
way are now doomed to failure. Yeats could write great poetry about the
Troubles in Ireland, because most of the protagonists were known to him
personally and the places where the events occurred had been familiar to him
since childhood. (The Dyer’s Hand, p.81)
In 1929, Yeats advised Ezra Pound, ‘Do not be elected to the Senate of
your country’ (AV, p.26). Yeats did not understand that under no
circumstances could Pound, or perhaps any poet of stature, have been elected
to the American Senate; for he himself had just completed a six-year term in
the Senate of the Irish Free State. The artistic political and social lives of
Ireland were integrated in a way difficult to reproduce elsewhere; and Yeats
benefited from that integration.
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II
Yeats also benefited from the depth of focus of Irish culture. Not long
before Yeats’s birth, scholarly English translations of the ancient Irish
mythological texts started to appear; and it was clear that a richly detailed
but not fully defined lore awaited assimilation into the imagination of modern
Europe. Yeats often insisted that only Greece, of course, has found its
Homer, its summary poet, in 800 BC; but in Ireland the role of Homer was
open to any great poet who might appear. When Lady Gregory’s Cuchulain

—

of Muirthemne appeared in 1902, Yeats appointed her to the role he wrote
in the Preface to that book, ‘she will have given Ireland its Mabinogion, its
Morte d’ Arthur, its Nibelungenlied’. But it is clear that Yeats him-self

—

thought of being Ireland’s epic poet and not only its Homer, but its
Sophocles and its Sappho as well. The Wanderings of Oisin(1889) measures
itself against the Odyssey; On Baile’s Strand (1904) measures itself against
Oedipus Rex; and any number of Yeats’s lyrics strive for the chiselled
perfection of classical verse. Few poets have ever had what Ireland gave to
Yeats: the sophistication of a mature culture combined with the openness, the
freedom of action of a immature one. In America, Walt Whitman enjoyed
some of these advantages, but lacked the lacked the vast body of unused
myths available to Yeats.
When Yeats considered the Ireland of his youth, he was struck by its
malleability. In his autobiography he wrote that ‘the sudden certainty that
Ireland was to be like soft wax for years to come, was a moment of
supernatural insight’ (A: IP 1). A few pages later he notes that his literary
associates ‘had come under the seal of Young Ireland [an important
nationalistic movement] at that age when we are all mere wax’ (A: IP 3);
later, ‘Now that he [ John O’Leary, the noble fierce old leader of the Irish
independence movement] is dead, I wish I could question him ... but I doubt
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if I would have learnt anything, for I think the wax had long forgotten the
seal’ (A: IP 5); and a little further still, Yeats referred to DR Douglas Hyde,
the leader of the Gaelic language movement, as ‘Proteus’ (A: IP 6).
Wherever Yeats looked, he saw softness, a culture accepting whatever form
was imposed upon it. He found in Ireland great energy, but no clear
definition of purpose. Yeats took it upon himself to impress shape upon this
wax, to compel these Proteuses to assume a form. Much of his work as a

—

Senator pertained to the design of coins as if he saw himself as a stamper
of images in the most literal way.

III
In his own art Yeats hated vagueness. He spent years in editing an
edition of William Blake’s poetry (published in 1893), and he quoted with

—

approval Blake’s expostulation against chiaroscuro his hatred of ‘blot and
blur’ and his preference for ‘firm and determinate outline’ (EI, p. 126). Blake
learned his form his master, the engraver James Basire; and Yeats might have
learned a similar lesson from his father, who partly followed the
pre-Raphaelite style, a style in which shallow fields were often constructed
from profuse fine detail. But his father’s style changed, to his son’s horror:
My father began life a pre-Raphaelite painter; when past thirty he fell
under the influence of contemporary French painting. Instead of finishing a
picture one square inch at a time, he kept all fluid, every detail dependent
upon every other, and remained a poor man to the end of his life, because
the more anxious he was to succeed, the more did his pictures sink through
innumerable sitting into final confusion. (A: DP 16)

—

Yeats himself originally intended to be a painter his grades were too
poor to attend his father’s alma mater, Trinity College, so he went to art
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school instead. He saw in his father’s evolution a glimpse of an evolution in

—

his own work that he feared and avoided a poet as well as a painter may
cultivate a thick, turbid, wavering style, and Yeats was determined to resist
such infirmity;
The Irish bards any way, always were explicit rather than suggestive in
dealing with the supernatural... They surround the vague with the definite
(LI, p. 284)
Above all I avoid suggesting the ghostly (the vague0 idea about a god, for
it is a modern conception. All ancient vision was definite and precise. (L,
p.343)

Much of the advanced contemporary poetry of Yeats’s youth (such as that
of Oscar Wilde and Arthur Symons) was influenced by Whistler and by
French impressionistic painting. Yeats, then, found himself in a world where
art was smear or blur, and politics and society were wax; and he countered
them by striving towards hardness, purity, definition.

IV
But Yeats wanted precision and security of outline, not in order to
specify what his physical eye saw, bit to specify what his imagination saw.
Yeats hated realism. For Yeats, as for the Romantic poets he loved, there
were two chief species of art: one mimetic and factual the other subjective,
luminous; one the mirror, the other the lamp:
He [Arthur Symons] thought to spend his...artistic life, in making the silver
mirror without speak, and I thought to see it fused and glowing. (Mem,
P.36)
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The greater the subjectivity, the less the imitation. Though perhaps there is
always some imitation... In fact, imitation seems to me to create a language
in which we say things which are not imitation. (L, P.607)

As a poet, Yeats hoped to subvert a language created for the description
of the everyday world, in order to embody visions of the extraterrestrial. The
mirror of his art must not merely reflect, but kindle, start to burn with
images hitherto unseen.
Yeats’s poetry shows a lifelong search for such images, images that were
not reflections but illuminations. He sought them in visionary poetry,
especially that of Blake and Shelly. He sought them in the fairy-tales told by

—

Irish peasants he heard many as a boy, when his family spent summers in
Sligo, in the far west of Ireland, and later he made a systematic investigation
of folk-beliefs. He sought them in séances, alchemical research, spiritualistic
societies, telepathic experimentation, hashish-dreams, and meditations on
symbols. When old, he sought them in philosophy, from Plato to Berkeley to

—

the Indian Upanishads. Wherever anyone purported to find revelation even

—

the most disreputable places Yeats was willing to look.
As he contemplated these multifarious sources of transcendental images,
he came to the conclusion that there was in fact one source, a universal
warehouse of images that he called the Anima Mundi, the Soul of the World.
Each human soul could attune itself to revelation, to miracle, because each
partook in the world’s general soul. Most of us had blinded our spiritual
eyes, in order to maintain our little privacies, in order not to be disturbed by
truths that violated logic and the evidence of the five senses; but the real
principles that governed life were these:
(1) That the borders of our mind are ever shifting, and that many minds
can flow into one another...and create or reveal a single mind, a single
energy.
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(2) That the borders of our memories are as shifting, and that our
memories are a part of one great memory, the memory of Nature
herself.
(3) That this great mind and great memory can be evoked by symbols.

V
What sort of image did Yeats seek? In general, he favoured images of
extravagance. He assumed the world of experience comprises puny, deformed,
incomplete, perishing things; whereas the world of imagination comprises
things that are excessive, immeasurable, autonomous, triumphant. What he
especially esteemed in the old Irish literature was a quality of superhuman
abundance: he wrote of some translations of Gaelic love songs ‘they seem to
be continually straining to express a something which lies beyond the
possibility of expression’ (UP I, p. 377). And Yeats incorporated into his
own poetry such old Irish images as a river running over with beer (‘The
Happy Townland’). He tried to create in his poetry a domain for a hundred
years (The Wandering of Oisin Ⅱ), where ideal lovers were transformed into
swans, eternally linked by a golden chain (Baile and Aillinn), where a man
in love with the infinite could sail his chip so far out on the ocean that he
sailed right out of the world (The Shadowy Waters). Such was the
inspirations of Celtic mythology, although some of these poems have no
direct source in old Irish texts.
Yeats’s folklore research helped him to define the relation between these
vast fluent dreams and ordinary life. Yeats seemed best to like those peasant

—

stories of kidnappings stories in which the faeries snatched away brides,
babies, and handsome boys, and kept them in some unearthly realm,
sometimes never to return. Something of the frenzy, the high pitch of life in
fairyland was suggested by this account: ‘A woman, said still to be living,
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was taken from near a village called Ballisodare, and when she came home

—

after sever years she had not toes she had danced them all off’ (UP Ⅰ, p.
177; compare M, p.76). In many if the stores Yeats collected, the faeries
were marked by a strange irresponsible playfulness, as if they made the
cruelest mischief for their own aesthetic delight. The faeries of peasant
superstition were presumably the old pagan gods, dwindled and in retreat
from the Christian ethos, but something of the brutal splendor of the gods of
the ancient myths remained in them. Furthermore, one might hope to join

—

them in their revels at some risk to body and soul. It was as if, in Ireland,
a region of invariant ecstasy were all around, hovering invisibly, in certain
sacred places. Yeats expressed this co-presence of the physical and the
spiritual in some memorable lines:
Is Eden far away, or do you hide
From human thought, as hares and mice and coneys
That run before the reaping-hook and lie
In the last ridge of the barley? Do our woods
And wind and ponds cover more quiet woods,
More shining winds, more star-glimmering ponds?
(The shadowy Waters, Introductory Rhymes)

All the mind’s eye needs is a slight adjustment of focus, and paradise is
right there.
Yeats’s researches into myth and folklore helped him to construct a

—

habitation where enormous bodily appetites would be enormously gratified

where the muscles that swing the sword or lift the dancing leg could develop
amazingly. Yeats’s occult researches helped him to construct similar
gratifications for the spirit. The theosophical and Rosicrucian societies that
Yeats joined from 1887 to 1890 taught that the material world is a low
emanation of the spiritual world; and that mankind struggles slowly upward
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through many reincarnations towards enlightenment, the spiritual One. The
great spiritualist in those days was Madame Helena Petrovna Blavasky; and
among his reminiscences of this startling woman Yeats recorded the
following: ‘The most devout and learned of all her following said to me, “H.
P. B. has just told me that there is another globe stuck on to this at the
north pole, so that the earth has really a shape something like a dumbbell”’
(A: FY 19). In the society for physical Research, as in Irish peasant beliefs,
Yeats found corroboration (sometimes less ludicrous than the present example)
for the existence of an anti-world, an invisible complement to the earth,
keener and greater than ours, where the dead could think with superhuman
speed and sureness.

VI

—

Yeats thought that through the work of great poets especially the

—

Romantic poets the Anima Mundi could also some of its stock of images.
He even wondered whether such great lyrics as Keat’s ‘Ode to a Nightingale’

—

pre-existed in the Anima Mundi whether Keats was nothing more than an
accidental vessel through which the poem passed (MAVⅡ, p. 356). And Yeats
tried to sum up Shelley’s career in a shingle sentence, a general coordination
of the symbols that governed his work:
A single vision would have come to him again and again, a vision of a
boat drifting down a broad river between high hills where there were caves
and towers, and following the light of one Stars; and that voices would
have told him how there is for every man some one scene, some one
adventure, some one picture that is the image of his secret life, for wisdom
first speaks in images... (EI, pp.94-95)

—

Every poet, it seems, enjoys a limited access to the Anima Mundi only a
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certain range of meaningful images is open to him. The images granted to
Yeats constituted a somewhat different assortment: in 1912 Yeats
enumerated his ‘main symbols’ to the designer of his book covers: ‘Sun
and Moon (in all phases), Tower, Mask, Tree (Tree with Mask hanging on
the trunk)’ (TSMC, p.38); to that list one might add shell, rose, sword, bird
of gold. But every poet uses elements from the stock of images legible in
the work of previous poets. The building-stuff for constructing a more
significant, more intense world has been available from the beginning of
time. As Yeats wrote, ‘I am very religious, and deprived by Huxley and
Tyndall [Darwinian rationalists and atheists], whom I detested, of the
simple-minded religion of my childhood, I had made a new religion, almost
an infallible church of poetic tradition’ (A: FY 2).

And yet, despite Yeats’s unworldliness, his concentration on art, it is a
mistake to think of Yeats as an aesthete. No poet believed less in art-for-art’s
sake; far from exalting style, he exalted the subject matter of art: ‘I was so
angry with the indifference to subject, which was the commonplace of all
[recent] art criticism ... that I could at times see nothing else but subject’ (A:
FY 17). In his great essay on Cavalcanti, Pound stated an opinion about art,
an opinion with which Yeats agreed:
The best Egyptian sculpture is magnificent plastic; but its force comes from
a non-plastic idea, i.e. the god is inside the statue.
I am not considering the merits of the matter, much less those merits as
seen by a modern aesthetic purist. I am using historic method. The god is
inside the stone ... (Literary Essays, p. 152)

What matters is not the art but the god embodied in the art. In the story
‘Rosa Alchemica’ (1896), Yeats’s narrator is a caricature of the modern

—

aesthetic purist he dwells in a sealed room where he gluts his senses on
Renaissance paintings and sculpture, incense, gorgeous books, peacock
tapestries:
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I had gathered about me all gods because I believed in none, and
experienced every pleasure because I gave myself to none, but held myself
apart, individual, indissoluble, a mirror of polished steel. (M, p. 268)

But at last his friend Michael Robartes induces him to visionary trance: the
peacocks on the tapestries start to turn three-dimensional, and (as in

—

Tennyson’s ‘The Lady of Shalott’) the mind’s disengagement starts to falter
the mirror cracks:
I heard a voice over my head cry, ‘The mirror is broken in two pieces’ ...
and a more distant voice cry with an exultant cry, ‘The mirror is broken
into numberless pieces’. (M, p. 276)

Here is another assault on the mirror, on the passive model of mental action.

—

Art is not an end but a means a means for images, images more real than
we ourselves, to well and grow heavy, to enter human experience.

Yeats was, in a sense, a professional fabricator of idols. He once read in
a pamphlet on Japanese art of an animal painter so remarkable that horses he
had painted upon a temple wall had slipped down after dark and trampled
the neighbours’ fields of rice. Somebody had come into the temple in the
early morning, had been startled by a shower of water drops, had looked up
and seen painted horses still wet from the dew-covered fields, but now
‘trembling into stillness’. (A; FY 20; compare JSD, p.115)

—

This was the sort of art that Yeats envied an art that realizes images of
extreme potency. In the course of ‘Rosa Alchemica’ the pagan gods step out
of the petals of a mosaic rose and begin to dance with the human celebrants
of a ritual; and Yeats hoped that the readers of his poems would feel the

—

shudder of a god’s physical presence. Zeus’s rape of Leda the subject of

—

one of Yeats’s greatest poems is a model for reader-response. His poems are
properly read as such conjurings of hyperrealities. Furthermore, to make an
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idol is to magnify the strength of the god idolized: as Yeats wrote in 1929,
in a diary entry that seems almost a commentary on Pound’s Cavalcanti
essay, ‘I recall a passage in some Hermetic writer on the increased power
that a God feels on getting into a statue’ (Ellmann, IY, p. 240). The poet and
the sculptor assist godhead by providing a body for it.

VII
At the beginning of Yeats’s career, the gods only occasionally make a
personal appearance; most of the divinity is embodied in landscapes, not in
human figures. The development of Yeats’s landscapes can be illustrated with
the following passages:
As when upon her cloud-o’er-muffled steep
Oenone saw the fires of Troia leap,
And laugh’d, so, so along the bubbling rills
In lemon-tinted lines, so blaze the daffodils.
(The Island of Statues I I)
See how the sacred old flamingoes come,
Painting with shadow all the marble steps:
Aged and wise, they seek their wonted perches
Within the temple, devious walking, made
To wander by their melancholy minds.
(‘Anashuya and Vijaya’)
Do you not hear me calling, white deer with no horns?
I have been changed to a hound with one red ear;
I have been in the Path of Stones and the Wood of Thorns,
For somebody hid hatred and hope and desire and fear
Under my feet that they follow you night and day.
(‘He mourns for the Change ...’)
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I know where a dim moon drifts, where the Danaan kind
Wind and unwind their dances when the light grows cool
On the island lawns, their feet where the pale foam gleams.
No boughs have withered because of the wintry wind;
The boughs have withered because I have told them my dreams.
(‘The Withering of the Boughs’)

In the first example (from a juvenile poem published in 1885, when Yeats

—

was twenty) the landscape is decorous and harmless though even here a
certain mythological exuberance is latent in it. The word daffodil is
disconcerting in a poem by Yeats, not only because it is a trademark
registered to William Wordsworth, but also because Yeats almost never used
the names of flowers (other than the rose) in his poetry; botanical accuracy
tends towards the world we all know, whereas Yeats usually wrote of a
world few of us know. A friend of Yeats’s who liked to garden remarked
‘how strongly Yeats disliked flowers, almost an active obsession ... it does in
my opinion dim most poems of his concerned with Nature’ (DWL, p. 173).
In the second example, written not long after the first, the poet deliberately
moves to the exotic and flamboyant, the moody and pensive; such a distant
landscape has no pedestrian detail to distract from the emotion it reifies.
In the third example, from 1897, the landscape is simply a stylization of

—

emotions there is little sense of a specific locale, for the path, the wood, are
only the balsa stage-props of a lyrical cry. We are not in Ireland, or Arcadia,
or India, but in a wash of moods. Through the first part of his career,
Yeats’s landscapes grow increasingly weightless; they are evacuated into
significance. In the fourth example, from 1900, the scene contains scarcely
more than a wisp of moonshine; and the poet suggests, disturbingly, that the
dream-world’s strengthening is a direct function of the real world’s
weakening. In ‘Village Ghosts’ there is a ghost that begins ‘to swell larger
and larger’ as the spectator feels ‘his own strength ebbing away, as though it
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were sucked out of him’ (M, p. 16); and similarly the antiworlds in Yeats’s
poems seem to thrive by making the natural world wither. The other globe,
on top of the north pole, seems to drain all the air from our globe, making
it collapse like a balloon.

VIII
The young Yeats thought that modern art had triumphed by a steady
emptying of its contents. He believed that Wordsworth, Tennyson, Browning

—

had all erred by overinclusion by trying to absorb into their work science,
politics, philosophy, ethics, until their poems became hopelessly heavy,
distended (UP II, p.39). By contrast, Yeats announced (in 1898, in ‘The
Autumn of the Body’) that he belonged to a movement, including D. G.
Rossetti and Mallarmé, that worked towards disembodiment and purity:
Man has wooed and won the world, and has fallen weary ... with a
weariness that will not end until the last autumn, when the stars shall be
blown away like withered leaves. He grew weary when he said, ‘These
things that I touch and see and hear are alone real’, for he saw them
without illusion at last, and found them but air and dust and moisture....
The arts are, I believe, about to take upon their shoulders the burdens that
have fallen from the shoulders of priests, and to lead us back upon our
journey by filling our thoughts with the essences of things, and not with
things. (EI, pp. 192-93).

Yeats’s faint but highly saturated landscapes present such essences, such
distillations of reality. As the sensuous world fumes away, another, keener
world shivers into being.
But after the turn of the century, a countermovement begins to be felt in
Yeats’s work. Instead of cultivating disembodiment, Yeats argued in favour of
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a new physicalness, a new solidity of gesture. In a letter of 1903, he wrote:
I am no longer in much sympathy with an essay like ‘The Autumn of the
Body’ ... The close of the last century was full of a strange desire to get
out of form, to get to some kind of disembodied beauty, and now it seems
to me the contrary impulse has come. I feel about me and in me an
impulse to create form, to carry the realization of beauty as far as possible.
(L, p. 402)

And the next day, he restated this:
I have always felt that the soul has two movements primarily: one to
transcend forms, and the other to create forms.... I think I have to some
extent got weary of that wild God Dionysus, and I am hoping that the
Far-Darter [Apollo, the god of forms] will come in his place. (L, p. 403)

Ecstasy is no longer enough; its secret cause must materialize, must present
itself in forms apprehensible to the senses.
When Yeats wrote these letters, he was helping to found the Abbey
Theatre; and, for the next seven years (until 1910), most of his artistic
energies went into play-writing and theatre-managements, not poetry-writing.
This work in drama may have hastened his development towards a more
sensuous, more immediate sort of art. His imagination increasingly turned to
the human body as it sought an ideal image. In 1906 he claimed that the
body was a better organ for thinking than the brain:
Those learned men ... have followed some abstract reverie, which stirs the
brain only and needs that only, and have therefore stood before the
looking-glass without pleasure and never known those thoughts that shape
the lines of the body for beauty or animation ... [No art] could move us at
all, if our thought did not rush out to the edges of our flesh, and it is so
with all good art, whether the Victory of Samothrace which reminds the
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soles of our feet of swiftness, or the Odyssey that would send us out under
the salt wind ... (EI, p. 292)

Yeats came to make his own art similarly kinesthetic, carnal; and he came to
esteem its bodily potency more than its beauty. Far from banishing the
sensations of the flesh, his later work seems to appeal to the whole inner
whorl of the body’s nerves:
O body swayed to music, O brightening glance,
How can we know the dancer from the dance?
(‘Among School Children’)
But Love has pitched his mansion in
The place of excrement ...
(‘Crazy Jane talks with the Bishop’)
lad and lass,
Nerve touching nerve upon that happy ground,
Are bobbins where all time is bound and wound.
(The King of the Great Clock Tower)
He that sings a lasting song
Thinks in a marrow-bone ...
(‘A Prayer for Old Age’)

Yeats’s later poetry strives for the fullest possible representation of physical
experience, as if words could be the magical equivalent of a human body.
Yeats was not the only modern writer who tried to heighten the
corporality of his work. Indeed certain poets in the later nineteenth century
had already labored to make art more vibrant, more physically stimulating.
The passage about the Thinking of the Body, cited above, is almost a
paraphrase of Oscar Wilde’s De Profundis (1897, published 1905):
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I discern great sanity in the [ancient] Greek attitude. They never chattered
about the sunsets ... But they saw that the sea was for the swimmer, and
the sand for the feet of the runner.... We have forgotten ... that the Earth is
mother to us all. As a consequence our Art is of the Moon and plays with
shadows, while Greek art it of the Sun and deals directly with things.
(Completer Works, ed. Holland, p. 954)

Many of Yeats’s later contemporaries also contributed to the literature of the

—

body D. H. Lawrence and James Joyce, with the exact descriptions of
engorged tissue and intestinal upheavals. Even T. S. Eliot, often fastidious
about bodily function, commended poets whose ‘words have often a network
of tentacular roots reaching down to the deepest terrors and desires’ (Selected
Essays, p. 135); and further wrote that a poet is not looking deep enough if
he obeys the old advice ‘to look into our hearts and write’: ‘Racine or
Donne looked into a good deal more than the heart. One must look into the
cerebral cortex, the nervous system, and the digestive tracts’ (p. 250). And
yet Yeats’s interest in the body differs from Joyce’s and Eliot’s, and perhaps

—

from Lawrence’s, in that every body is an embodiment of something a
vehicle chosen by a spirit for external expression.

IX
This fascination with the body required a poetry in which human
presences were more vivid, less dispersed, than in his early work. In a letter
to his father (5 August 1913), Yeats suggested the change in his poetry from
landscape-architecture to personal drama:
All our art is but the putting our faith ... into words or forms and our faith
is in ecstasy. Of recent years instead of ‘vision’, meaning by vision the
intense realization of a state of ecstatic emotion symbolized in a definite
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imagined region, I have tried for more self portraiture. (L, p. 583)

As Yeats grew older, he wanted to realize divinity less in haunted and

—

moody landscapes than in himself and in a few other select human images.
Yeats’s poetry has an unusually restricted cast of characters. It is rich in
dead people: dead poets (Lionel Johnson, Ernest Dowson, John Synge), dead
relatives (George and Alfred Pollexfen), dead friends (Robert Gregory and
MacGregor Mathers), dead warriors (those executed in the 1916 Easter
Rebellion), and beautiful dead women (Florence Farr, Eva Gore-Booth, and

—

Con Markiewicz) as if in death the soul became fit for refashioning with a
verbal body.
Among the living, there are three people who predominate in Yeats’s
poetry: Maud Gonne, Iseult Gonne, and Georgie Hyde-Lees. Maud Gonne
(1866-1953) was the great love of Yeats’s life. She was nearly six feet tall,
imperial in demeanour, and by many accounts the most beautiful woman in
Ireland. He met her in 1889, when she called at his house, ostensibly to meet
his father; it was the season of apple-blossoms; she walked (Yeats wrote) like
a goddess. He never quite recovered. There is a frequent motif in Yeats’s
work, of a man who is touched by a faery queen and whose life is forever

—

blighted as in the Stories of Red Hanrahan and ‘The Queen and the Fool’.
And Yeats regarded himself as a man whose emotion life was half-crippled
by his obsession with Maud Gonne:
A romantic, when romanticism was in its final extravagance, I thought one
woman, whether wife, mistress, or incitement to platonic love, enough for a
life-time: a Parsifal, Tristram, Don Quixote, without the intellectual
prepossessions that gave them solidity. (A: DP 14)

But if his life was deformed by his love for her, his art was much quickened

—though he did not like to hear her say that posterity would be grateful to
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her for refusing him, because he wrote so many fine poems about it.
Maud Gonne was attracted to radical politics; she was, for example, part
of a scheme to blow up British troops on boats bound for South Africa
during the Boer War. According to Yeats’s description, she seemed physically
aroused by violence: when glass was being everywhere shattered during street
rioting in Dublin, ‘Maud Gonne has a look of exultation as she walks with
her laughing head thrown back’ (A: SB 5). Yeats, though alarmed by her
bloodthirsty politics, contrived to implicate himself in her emotional life in
odd ways. She was interested in Yeats’s occultism, and studied with him;
Yeats evoked for her a ‘past personality’, a vision of a life in which she had
been an Egyptian priestess (Mem, p. 49). In the mid-1890s, Maud Gonne
became the lover of a French anarchist editor, Lucien Millevoye; she bore
him a child, who died in infancy; and she decided to assist the baby’s
reincarnation by sleeping with Millevoye in the vault under the dead child’s
grave (Mem, p. 133).
In this fashion was Iseult Gonne (1895-1954) conceived. Yeats continued
his hopeless wooing of Maud Gonne; in 1898 she told him that, though they
could never be physically married, she had had a dream in which ‘a great
spirit’ put her hand into Yeats’s and married them; and she kissed him on

—

—

the lips for the first time and confessed to him her sordid relations with
Millevoye. Then they had a remarkable double vision:
She though herself a great stone statue through which passed flame, and I
felt myself becoming flame and mounting up through and looking out of
the eyes of a great stone Minerva. Were the beings which stand behind
human life trying to unite us, or had we brought it by our own dreams?
(Mem, p. 134)

Yeats always considered Maud Gonne a kind of complement to himself:
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—

My outer nature was passive but for her I should never perhaps have left
my desk but I knew my spiritual nature was passionate, even violent. In

—

her all this was reversed, for it was her spirit only that was gentle and
passive... (Mem, p. 124)

The double vision of statue and flame seemed to embody their

—

complementariness, their interdependence as if together they added up to a
single, animate, monumental thing.
When, in 1903, Yeats heard the news that Maud Gonne had married a

—

—

soldier, John MacBride he described the report as a blast of lightening he
felt that she had betrayed her mystical marriage of 1897. She and MacBride
soon quarrelled, and separated in 1905. MacBride in 1916 was executed by

—

the British for his part in the Easter Rebellion and Maud Gonne was again
free to marry. Once again Yeats pestered her with proposals; once again she
refused; and then Yeats proposed to Iseult Gonne. To Yeats, this playful,

—

impetuous girl represented youth and spontaneity he often pictured her by
the sea, singing or dancing, with the wind blowing in her hair. In 1915, at

—

the age of twenty, Iseult had suggested to Yeats that they marry Yeats was
a frequent guest of her mother’s at their home in Normandy; but at the age
of twenty-two she was unwilling to marry the fifty-two-year-old poet.
Despairing, Yeats asked another attractive woman, Georgie Hyde-Lees

—

—

(1892-1968) little older than Iseult Gonne to marry him; and she said yes.
Yeats’s black mood did not immediately lift. He worried that, by
marrying, he was merely involving yet another person in the squalor of his
emotional life. As he wrote in a letter to Lady Gregory on 29 October 1917,
a few days after his marriage:
Two days ago I was in great gloom, (of which I hope, and believe, George
knew nothing). I was saying to myself ‘I have betrayed three people;’ then
I thought ‘I have lived through all this before’. Then George spoke of the
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sensation of having lived through something before (she knew nothing of
my thought). Then she said she felt that something was to be written
through her. She got a piece of paper, and talking to me all the while so
that her thoughts would not affect what she wrote, wrote these words
(which she did not understand) ‘with the bird’ (Iseult) ‘all is well at heart
...’ (L, p. 633)

But Mrs Yeats’s automatic writing soon started to offer much, much more
than words of consolation from the great beyond about Yeats’s treatment of

—

—

Iseult Gonne. Thereafter Mrs Yeats found to her own surprise that she
could easily enter a mediumistic state, and write or speak messages from
dead or unborn spirits. Over the next few years she filled thousands of pages

—

—

with automatic writing often in response to questions from Yeats and gave
the poet the rudiments of the system elaborated in A Vision (1925): a general
system for explaining history, personality, and the progress of the soul after
death. But the first purpose of the automatic writing was to elucidate Yeats’s
personal relations with Maud Gonne, Iseult Gonne, and his wife.
According to one of Mrs. Yeats’s favourite Controls, Thomas of
Dorlowicz, Yeats and his ‘three birds’ (the three woman) formed a kind of
tetrad: Yeats was Heroic, Iseult Good, Maud Beautiful, George True; Yeats
represented the Fall (the loss of unity of being), Iseult the Heart, Maud the
Head, George the Lions; Yeats was Instinct, Iseult Desire, Maud Intellect,
George Emotion; Yeats’s element was Earth, Iseult’s Water, Maud’s Air,

—

—

George’s Fire and so on (MAV I, pp. 149-50). William Blake an edition of

—

whose poetry Yeats published in 1893 conceived the Fall of Man as the
division of a single giant, Albion (the whole human race), into four Zoas,
representing the various faculties of the soul, bickering, impeding one another,
working fractiously toward reunion. Similarly, it seems that Yeats and his
wife, Iseult and Maud Gonne, together constituted a single complete human
identity. Yeats believed that, for centuries, he and theses women had known
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one another, sometimes as ‘brother and sister’ (Mem, p. 46), sometimes in
sexual relations, twisting, writhing through a thousand incarnations, exploring
every conceivable permutation of relationship:
We all to some extent meet again and again the same people and certainly
in some cases form a kind of family of two or three or more persons who
come together life after life until all passionate relations are exhausted, the
child of one life the husband, wife, brother or sister of the next. (AV, p.
237)

Thus Yeats’s poems about Iseult and Maud Gonne and his wife are simply a
form of extended self-inquiry. The women are not autonomous beings, but
portions of that fourfold being in which Yeats himself is comprised.
In addition to these three, Yeats celebrated other living women in his
verse. In 1896 Olivia Shakespear, a gentle and attractive married woman, had
become Yeats’s first lover; in 1914 her daughter Dorothy married Ezra
Pound. Yeats’s liaison with her lasted only a year, but they were to remain
lifelong friends; he explained their unsuitability as lover as follows:
She was too near my soul, too salutary and wholesome to my inmost
being. All our lives long, as da Vinci says, we long ... for our destruction,
and how, when we meet [it] in the shape of a most fair woman, can we
do less than leave all others for her? Do we not seek our dissolution upon
her lips? (Mem, p. 88)

Olivia Shakespear was Yeats’s like, but he craved his opposite, a more
devastating relation.
Another vital presence in Yeats’s poetry was an Irish noblewoman,
Isabella Augusta Persse Gregory (1852-1932). A widow older than Yeats,
deeply involved in the revival of Irish literature, a folklorist and playwright,
she provided (beginning in 1897) a tranquil environment in which Yeats
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could work, could take refuge from the tumult of passion. At her home,
Coole Park, Country Galway, Yeats spent many a pleasant month; and he
frequently turned to her for literary collaboration (such as the play The
Unicorn from the Stars) and personal advice. After she died, in 1932, Yeats
endured a period of creative sterility; he feared that the ‘subconscious drama
that was my imaginative life end[ed]’ at Lady Gregory’s death (VP, p. 855).
Imaginative life returned to the elderly Yeats, partly in the form of a
number of younger women, some of whom were his lovers. In 1934 he
underwent the Steinach rejuvenation operation, a kind of vasectomy supposed
to restore sexual potency; and he began a period of sexual swagger and
passionate poetical effusions. One such poem, ‘The Three Bushes’, was a

—

collaborative effort between Yeats and Dorothy Wellesley (1889-1956) Yeats
wrote her a stirring letter about his revision of her ballad:
Ah my dear how it added to my excitement when I re-made that poem of
yours to know it was your poem. I re-made you and myself into a single
being. We triumphed over each other ... (DWL, p. 82)

Afterwards Yeats added to ‘The Three Bushes’ sequence a lyric full of
explicit phallic imagery, and mailed it to Dorothy Wellesley; in the same
letter he wrote;

—

My dear, my dear when you crossed the room with that boyish movement,
it was no man who looked at you, it was the woman in me. It seems that
I can make a woman express herself as never before. I have looked out of
her eyes. I have shared her desire. (DWL, p. 108)

And he soon wrote her another letter about Greek statues of hermaphrodites.
Again, Yeats’s imagination labored to compound and confound, to merge the
poet and the beloved into a single entity. When Yeats wrote of a woman, he
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wrote of his Muse, his own creative faculty, his anima, his female self.

X
One species of ‘self portraiture’ in Yeats’s verse is the depiction of the

—

carnal self, intricately involved with many women the Wild Old Wicked
Man, as Yeats called him in one late poem. But there is another kind of
self-portraiture, harder and purer, eerie, sexless:
Once out of nature I shall never take
My bodily form from any natural thing,
But such a form as Grecian goldsmiths make
Of hammered gold and gold enameling
To keep a drowsy Emperor awake ...
(‘Sailing to Byzantium’)

Yeats, as man and as poet, was unusually afraid of incoherence, the sensation
of being soft wax; and such images as the golden bird in this famous poem
(written in 1926) offer an aesthetic refuge from the shapelessness of
commonplace life. In 1906 Yeats described the evolution of his art as a
turning-away from his ordinary self:
I had set out on life with the thought of putting my very self into poetry
... I thought of myself as something unmoving and silent living in the
middle of my own mind and body... Then one day I understood quite
suddenly, as the way is, that I was seeking something unchanging and
unmixed and always outside myself, a Stone or an Elixir that was always
out of reach, and that I myself was the fleeting thing that held out its
hand. The more I tried to make my art deliberately beautiful, the more did
I follow the opposite of myself ... (EI, p. 271)
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—

It is important to note that, for Yeats, Art is not self-expression the self is

—

too shifty, evanescent but a search for impersonal beauty. By 1909 this
feeling that the proper subject matter of art is the opposite of oneself
developed into the doctrine of the Mask.
In the poem ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’ (1915) and the essay Per Amica
Silentia Lunae (1917), Yeats expounded the belief that every man has an
ideal counterpart, an intimate double, an anti-self in whom every trait is the
opposite of his own. Peats, according to his doctrine, gain imaginative
intensity through the struggle to realize in their poems a vision of this Mask.
Thus the lecherous Dante labored to create a ‘Dante’ of austere and
unforgiving purity, the poet as we infer him from the poem. The irritable and
intense William Morris elaborated a vision of peaceful bucolic indolence. The
penniless Cockney Keats dreamed of unparalleled luxury and splendor. The
reader of Yeats’s work must try to suspend some of his Freudian convictions,
such as the postulate that a man’s fundamental self is the birth-self, the baby,
an incoherent monster of appetite. To Yeats, the fundamental self is what a
man strives to become, not what he originally is.
Yeats tried to define his own character according to this model:
I know very little about myself about much less of that anti-self: probably
the woman who cooks my dinner . . . knows more than I. It is perhaps
because nature made me a gregarious man, going hither and thither looking
for conversation, and ready to deny from fear or favour his dearest
conviction, that I love proud and lonely things. (A: FY 18)

The random, restless, compromising Yeats was driven by fantasies of
impossible solitude, integrity, focus. Little wonder, then, that he should
present himself in his poems as a golden bird, or a statue of a triton. Often
he wrote of the anti-self as a tutelary spirit, or even as a kind of god
hovering just beyond the range of vision, ‘that dazzling, unforeseen,
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wing-footed wandered’ (M, p.332). To realize a vision of the anti-self is to
evoke the private divinity that lies behind each fragmentary incarnation of
self. The golden bird of “Sailing to Byzantium’ is the idol of Yeats’s
personal godhead, always tempting, always out of reach.
Several times Yeats recorded the sensation that he was petrifying, turning
into an image. Yeats gathered many folk tales about surrogates-logos, leaves,

—

heaps of wood-shavings arranged into human likeness that the faeries left
behind when they snatched people away. Such surrogates appear in Yeats’s
play The Land of Heart’s Desire (1894) and The Only Jealousy of Emer
(1919); and once Yeats awoke from sleep to hear a voice, not his own voice,
speaking through his lips: ‘We make an image of him who sleeps, and it is
not him who sleeps but it is like him who sleeps, and we call in Emmanuel’
(Mem, p.126; compare M, p. 366 and AV, p.233). In his novel The Speckled
Bird, abandoned around 1902, Yeats ascribed this shiver of involuntary speech
to the chief character, who fells his body becoming impersonal, magical, a
kind of tomb-sculpture (LTMSB, pp.69-70). To be the dummy og supernatural
ventriloquists was perhaps Yeats’s closest approximation to his Mask. He had
almost become a savage idol, stark and hieratic, a block of wood crudely cut
into human shape.

XI
Yeats’s fullest participation in the world of images- the occult world, full
of such outrageous entities as walking mummies, metal birds that scorn flesh,
flames begotten of flame, the whole supernatural apparatus of such poems as

—

‘Byzantium’ came through his wife’s trances, her bouts of automatic writing
and speech. The wisdom, the fund of images bestowed by the spiritual
Controls, were systematized in A Vision (1925, revised 1937). Many a reader
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of Yeats’s poetry is so gratified by the poems themselves, with their
astonishing metrical energy, their teasing and wondrous images, that he feels
no need to investigate the poet’s private sources, the principles of
correspondence that govern the movement from image to image. And yet
some knowledge of that labored and vexatious, but rewarding book, A Vision,
may improve the reader’s pleasure.
The fundamental principle is that of the double gyre (a word Yeats
pronounced with a hard g). Imagine two interlocked spinning cones, the point
of each screwing into the centre-point of the base of the other. Now imagine
a cross-section of this contraption, oscillating slowly from one base to the
other and back. A cinematic image of this cross-section would show two
concentric circles (let one be black, the other white) expanding and
contracting reciprocally. As the white circle grows larger, the black circle
grows smaller, until the white circle reaches its maximum size, and the black
circle dwindles to a point. Then the white circle starts to shrink, and the
black circle starts to widen. As Yeats said of one of his diagrams, there are
‘two pulsations, one expanding, one contracting. I can see them like jelly fish
in clear water’ (AV, p.200)
The double gyre was a handy model for defining many different
relationships. Yeats had long conceived of the spiritual reality as something
180 degrees out of phase from normal reality: the lambs of fairyland were
born in November while ours were born in spring (according to The
Hour-Glass); the boughs withered when we told them our dreams. The gyre
of the spirit (fairyland, fantasy, art) expands as the gyre of commonplace life
contracts. Throughout A Vision there chimes Yeats’s favourite sentence of
Heraclitus’: gods and men are always ‘Dying each other’s life, living each
other’s death’ (AV, pp.68, 197,275)
The double gyre could also be used to specify the dynamic of human

—

personality. In western philosophy, most models of the psyche are dualistic
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based on the conflict of two principles. In Freudian psychology, for example,
the id (undifferentiated lust and greed) is hampered or channeled by the
superego (conscience, internalized restriction of conduct). In Plato’s Phaedrus

—a text that was an inspiration for the whole of A Vision (MAV I, p.10)—

the Soul’s chariot is pulled by two horses, a black horse hankering for
earthly pleasure, snorting, difficult to control, and a white horse, a black
horse hankering for earthly pleasure, snorting, difficult to control, and a white
horse driving upwards divine ideals. Yeats’s model is equally dualistic; and
the two opposing principles that tug at us, vex us, almost tear us in two, he
called the subjective (or antithetical), and the objective (or primary). Yeats’s
simplest formulating of the opposition is as follows: ‘The primary is that
which serves, the antithetical is that which creates’ (AV, p.85). Therefore the
two basic drives of mankind are the urge to fantasize, to wish, to gratify
wished and the urge to rest content in received reality. The balance between
there competing urges describes the identity of each of us.
Yeats discovered 26 basic personality types, which he plotted on the
calendar of the lunar month, 28 days long. Two days were missing because
an absolutely subjective personality (symbolically, the full of the moon, the

—

15th night Phase 15, in his technical term) was impossible to find on earth;
we are all of us mixed, imperfect creatures. Similarly, an absolutely objective
personality (the dark of the moon, Phase I) was only a supernatural
abstraction, never actually born. As the soul progressed from one incarnation
to the next, it was usually reborn in the next Phase; so after 28 deaths and
rebirths the soul returned to its starting-point on the Great Wheel of human
personality. Each of us, therefore, has been everyone; I have been a farmer, a
politician, a hero, a poet, a pedant, as I have worked my way around the
wheel.
The objective gyre is at its maximum at Phase Ⅰ; the subjective gyre at
Phase 15. Highly subjective people (such as Keats at Phase 14, Blake at
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Phase 16, Yeats at Phase 17) live in a state of creative fury; while highly
objective people (Queen Victoria at Phase 24, John Calvin at Phase 25,
cloddish farmers at Phase 2) submit themselves to external codes of behavior,
or to nature itself. All predominantly subjective people (Phases 9-21) are
driven to create, to chase a vision of themselves as unlike as possible to their
birth-selves: the Mask. The diameter of the Great Wheel conveniently shows
the relation between Will (the Ego, the birth self) and Mask: a man of Phase
17 discovers his Mask at Phase3 (exactly half way around the Wheel), the
Shepherd, a sophisticated poet’s unattainable dream of rustic simplicity and
ease. All predominantly objective people (Phases 23-7), on the other hand,
must flee from the Mask, must cure themselves of dreams; they must love
realistic artists (Such as Rembrandt, Phase 23), who dote on ugliness. The
task of and objective man is self-enhancement; the task of a subjective man
is self-enhancement. All this is explained more fully in the poem, ‘The
Phases of the Moon’.
In another part of A Vision, Yeats described how history is governed by
a similar scheme. Subjective and objective eras alternate; and on the largest
scale (periods of 2000 years) each era is inaugurated by the birth of a god.
The Christian era has provided mankind with 2000 years in which the
objective virtues were taught: obedience, pity, chastity, self-abnegation before
an abstract and rigid God. But before the birth of Christ came a subjective
age Greek antiquity, which prized the opposing virtues: beauty, aristocracy,
sexual prowess, heroic splendor of conduct. The Christian era was begun by
a virgin birth; but the classical era was begun by a swan’s rape of a girl
(according to ‘Leda and the Swan’); and the subjective age that will
annihilate Christian virtue will come in AD 2000, when a rough beast
slouches towards Bethlehem to be born (according to “The Second Coming’).
At the beginning of an era, the new force is intense but narrow; in AD Ⅰ,
for example, the energy behind the whole Christian age is focused, brought to
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bear on one small town in Palestine. By the end of an era, the original
energy has realized itself completely, conquered the world; when the objective
Christian gyre has expanded to its outermost bound, the whole world is

—

Christian but Christianity is lax and spent, a bore, and we await a new
influx of strength. Every civilization achieves itself by diminishing the capital
of fantasy and force that inspired it; as it becomes substantial, it becomes ‘a
spider smothered in its own web’ (Ex, p.403).
But the mathematics of Yeats’s historical system is much complicated by
the existence of gyres within gyres wheels within wheels-some periods of
1000 years, other periods of 500 years. Just as Ptolemy could describe any
planetary motion by his unwieldy system of epicycles, so Yeats could account
for ant inconvenient deviations in history from circular perfection by
appealing to some subsidiary system. He would have liked to name
Charlemagne as the demigod initiating a subjective era beginning in AD
1000, but such finagling was difficult even for Yeats, since Charlemagne was
crowned emperor on Christmas day, AD 800.
It is noteworthy that Yeats defines both human identity and human
history with terms derived from literary criticism and art criticism. The terms
subjective and objective seem to come from Browning’s essay on Shelley
(1852), which describes literary history as a cyclical pattern: heaves of
creative energy from subjective artists (such as Shelley) overturn established
concepts, seize the world’s imagination, are particularized and elaborated by
objective artists, finally decay into stock truths, until some new subjective
visionary appears to refresh the world’s image of itself. In the tradition of
Shelly (‘Poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world’) and
Browning, Yeats believed the artistic faculties were fundamental to mankind.
A Vision is an exposition of the rhythm of creativity, according to which
man makes, accepts, and unmakes the world.
Yeats’s gyres can, then, be seen as a representation of nineteenth-century
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—

ideas about historical surges of creativity Hallam’s and Pater’s as well as
Browning’s. But behind Yeat’s system there also lies the Vorticism of Ezra
Pound. Pound argued in 1914 that the nucleus of every creative act was what
he called a vortex:
The image is the poet’s pigment... The image is not an idea. It is a
radiant node or cluster; It is what I can, and must perforce, call a VORTEX,
form which, and through which, and into which, ideas are constantly rushing.
In decency one can only call it a VORTEX. (Ezra Pound and the Visual
Arts, pp.203-7)
Yeats was equally excited by the notion that amazing energies, at once
artistic and sexual, could be whirled into tight focus, brought to bear on one
small spot. Yeat’s poetry continually strives to embody the processes through
which the imagination receives images, as if a poem could be a funnel
delivering symbols from the Anima Mundi. Sometimes Yeats even tried to

—

make his poems literal concretions of the gyres as in ‘A Dialogue of Self
and Soul’, where the antithetical gains strength in exact measure as the
primary grows feeble. It might even be said that Yeats managed to establish
his household inside a gyre, for (as he shows in ‘Blood and the Moon’) the
tower where he lived, Thoor Ballylee, had a winding staircase easy to see as
a reification of the spiral motion that governs all things. Yeats wished to
facilitate the transit of images to him, by all means available from
philosophy, poetry, and domestic architecture.

XII
Yeats enjoyed much respect from his contemporaries; but he also suffered
much derision. It is easy to laugh at a man so superstitious that he once cut
a piece out of his fur coat, rather than disturb a sleeping cat; so
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absent-minded that he once started to eat his own flowing hair when he
twirled it onto a spaghetti-fork; so peculiar that he once appeared at a public
gathering with thick woolen socks on his hands. A Vision is in some ways a
fatuous book, but it is not negligible. If Yeats had lived to read Of
Grammatology, by Jacques Derrida (the philosopher of deconstructionism), he
would have been delighted to find the ultimate expression of objectivity,
exactly appropriate for gyre’s end: for Derrida drains human personality from
every literary act, reduces all texts to anonymous expressions of culture. If
Yeats was right, the year 2000 will bring a new self-assertion, to counteract
this extreme self-surrender.
Yeats’s prophecies have been partly vindicated in other ways as well. In
an interview he once said:
Technically we are in a state corresponding to the time of Dryden... The
position of the young poet to-day is not unlike that of the young Swift in
the library of Sir William Temple. At that time, they were moving away
from the Elizabethans and on towards Pope. To-day, we are moving away
from the Victorians and on towards the modern equivalent of Pope. We are
developing a poetry of statement as against the old metaphor. The poetry of
to-morrow will be finely articulated fact. T. S. Eliot fascinates us all
because he is further on towards this consummation than other writer.
(Mikhail, IR Ⅱ, p.200)

The comparison of Eliot with Pope is intriguing, all the more so because
Yeats could not have known that Eliot deleted from The Waste Land a long
Popean pastiche in heroic couplets. And Yeats probably did not know the
poetry of William Carlos Williams, who seriously began the attack on
metaphor that Yeats described. How many poems written after Yeats’s death
could properly be described as ‘finely [or clumsily] articulated fact’? Because
most modern poets cannot accept the legitimacy of systems of correspondence

—whether the Medieval Great Chain of Being, or A Vision—metaphor has
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become pallid, or tentative, or simply bewildered. Yeats’s silliness (‘You were
silly like us’, Auden wrote in his elegy on Yeats) was the source of much of
his strength. ‘We have come to give you metaphors for poetry’, said the
Communicators who spoke through Mrs Yeats (AV, p.8); and metaphors he
received. No poet of recent centuries received a greater profusion.
Yeats conceived his work as an end, not a beginning : ‘We were the last
romantics’, he announced to Lady Gregory (‘Coole and Ballylee, 1931’). And
in many ways Yeats’s poetry has seemed to be an end.
Few poets followed his example, either in theme or style. The great poets
of the next generation regarded him suspiciously. Ezra Pound, who spent the
winters of 1931-16 in Yeats’s company, attempted to reform Yeats into a
Modification according to a new aesthetic. Though Pound raised much of
Yeats’s work, he turned increasingly hostile, dismissing The King of the
Great Clock Tower with the single word ‘Putrid’(VPl, p. 1310). And although

—

the Cantos contain a few attractive reminiscences of Yeats ‘Sligo in heaven
murmured uncle William/ when the mist finally settled down on Tigullio’

—

(77/473) some of the later Cantos can be seen as a deliberate undoing of
Yeats’s creative work. For example, Cantos XCVI (1959) quotes genuine
documents of Justinian’s Constantinople (Mr Yeats called it Byzantium’,
96/661), setting forth the penalties for selling wine at false measure, or for

—

building a wall that falls down as if Pound were showing that civic
magnificence could be achieved honestly thorough a good law code, instead
of existing precariously in the dreams of an ignorant poet.
Eliot and Auden were equally perplexed in their relation to Yeats. Eliot
gave a gracious lecture shortly after Yeats’s death, full of praise for Yeats’s
impersonal (that is, Eliot-like) virtues. But in ‘Little Gidding’ II (1942), a
caricature of Yeats appears as an anguished ghost, giving advice(based partly
on ’The Tower’ I, ‘Swift’s Epitaph’, and Vacillation’ V) of the sort that
people least like to hear:
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Let me disclose the gifts reserved for age
To set a crown upon your lifetime’s effort.
First, the cold friction of expiring sense
Without enchantment, offering no promise
But bitter tastelessness of shadow truit
As body and soul begin to fall asunder.
Second, the conscious impotence of rage
At human folly, and the laceration
Of laughter at what ceases to amuse.
And last, the rending pain of re-enactment
Of all that you have done, and been; the shame
Of motives late revealed...
(Collected Poems, 1909-62, p.204)

In early drafts Eliot’s anonymous ghost referred specifically to Yeats’s
political situation as well, Auden, too, evidently regarded Yeats as a monster
looming behind his work. His elegy on Yeats, while not exactly warm,
presents Yeats as a great man; but in a strange essay published in the year
of Yeats death, ‘The Public Prosecutor’ says, In 1900 he believed in fairies;
that was bad enough; but in 1930 we are confronted with the pitiful, the
deplorable spectacle of a grown man occupied with the pitiful, the deplorable
spectacle of a grown man occupied with the mumbo-jumbo of magic and the
nonsense of India’ (The English Auden, p.391); and even asserts that no one
could remember a line of Yeats’s poems. And the protagonist of Auden’s and
Kallman’s libretto to Hans Werner Henze’s Elegy for Young Lovers (1961) is
a wicked poet, clearly half-modelled on Yeats, who visits séance in order to

—

be inspired, takes hormones to rejuvenate himself and at last provokes the
death of his mistress and her new companion in order to stimulate interesting
aesthetic emotions. The poets who followed Yeats tried first to demote him
to an inane ghost, then to exorcize him. Only now perhaps can Yeats’s
influence be salutary once again; Seamus Heaney’s mind echoes and reechoes
with Yeatsian cadences, Yet he does not seem to fear the encroachment of
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the dead master.

XIII
If, as Yeats said of Shelley, ‘there is for every man some one scene,
some of one adventure, some one picture that is the image of his secret life,

—

for wisdom first speaks in images’ (EI, p.95) what is Yeats’s one scene, one
adventure? Perhaps it is this: a frustrated man seeks escape from an

—

inadequate world escape from nature, escape from society, escape from
history, escape from himself; in pursuit of the Eternal Beauty that lies
beyond, he immerses himself in dreams of supersensual splendor; he dwells
in anaustere and symbolical tower and tries to transmute himself to metal or
stone, in order to assume a permanence equal to that of the beauty he seeks;
but in the end (as in ‘The circus Animals’ Desertion’) he finds that what he
has painfully sought, what he has painstakingly constructed, is nothing but an
image of his own simple perishing face.

Notes
1) The reprint is reproduced verbatum, including the punctuation, as in the original essay.
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